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PRODUCTS OF SEQUENTIAL CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES 
TsuGUNORi NoGURA, Matsuyama 
(Received April 28, 1987) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A topological spaceXis said to be strongly Fréchet [15] ( = countably bi-sequential,. 
in the sense of E. Michael [8]) if for any decreasing sequence {An: n e N} of subsets 
ofX such that x є An9 it follows that there exists a point xn in An such that [xn: n e N} 
converges to x. If we put An = A for every n e N, then the resulting space is said 
to be Fréchet. In general Fréchet spaces behave very badly with respect to product 
operations. In fact P. Simon [14] showed that the product of two compact Fréchet 
spaces need not be Fréchet. Nevertheless it is known that there exist some subclasses 
of Fréchet spaces which behave nicely with respect to product operations; bi-sequen-
tial spaces [8], W^spaces [5] and <a3-FU^-spaces [1 ,2 ,10,11] form such nice 
subclasses. The purpose ofthis paper is to present such nice classes. Before we mention 
the purpose in detail we would like to note an example obtained by G. Gruenhage 
[6]: Assuming a Martin's axiom there exists a space X such that Xn is strongly 
Fréchet for every n є iV, but Хы is not Fréchet. In this paper we shall study the fol-
lowing problems: 
n 
Problem 1.1, Let Y\Xr be Fréchetfor each neN. Under what additional con-
i=l 
00 
ditions for Xh is Y\ X{ Fréchetl 
i=L 
ProblemL2. Let X andYbe regular countably compact Fréchet spaces. Under 
what additional conditionsfor X, is X x YFréchetl 
Since Ж-spaces and bi-sequential spaces are <oc3-Fi/>-spaces, so fas as the author 
knows, the class (a3-FLT) is the widest class which satisfies the problems l . l a n d 1.2 
at the same time ([2], [10]). But recently the author showed that there exists a non-
<0c3-FU>-space X which gives an answer to the problem 1.2 ([l2]). Therefore it is 
expected to find out new classes which contain <a3-FL^)-spaces and the above 
example X, and which give answers to problems 1.1 and 1.2 at the same time. 
We shall introduce new classes <a3-FU"> = <a°-5ř> c <a*-Sr> cz <a2-Sř> <= ... 
. . . c <ocfc-5ř> с ... c <a0,-Sř> and show that problems 1.1 and 1.2 are true for the 
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class <afe-5ř>, fc є N. We also show that the class <a^-Si> satisfies the problem 1.2. 
We construct, under the continuum hypothesis (CH), an <oc"-$i>-space which is not 
an <ocm-Sř>-space for m < n. In fact the example obtained in [12] is an <a*-Sr>-space 
which is not an <oc3-FU>-space. 
In this paper all spaces are assumed to be HausdorfTtopological spaces. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRODUCTS OF <ak>, <oT>-SPACES 
Let X be a space. In this paper a sequence in X means a m a p / : M ~> X, where M 
is a countable set. If M is infinite, then the sequence is said to be infinite. As usual 
we also denote the sequence/as [xn: n є M}. But we strictly distinguish the sequence/ 
from the image of/. If M is infinite, then the sequence {xn: n e M) is infinite but the 
set {xn: n e M} may be finite. We denote by \A\ the cardinality of a set A. For a col­
lection sé = {Ла: a e Q) of subsets of а set X and a map g: X ^ Y, we put 
g(se) = {g(A,):aeQ}. 
A collection sé of convergent sequences in X is said to be a sheaf in X if all members 
of sé converge to the same point of X, which is said to be the vertex of the sheaf sé. 
In this paper all sheaves are assumed to be countable. We consider the following 
properties ОЇХ which were introduced by A. V. Arhangel'skii [1, 2]: 
Let sé = [An: n є N} be a sheafin X with vertex x є X. Then there exists a sequence 
B converging to jc such that: 
(0c3) \{n є N: An n B is an infinite subsequence of An and B}| = ш, where o> is the 
first infinite cardinal number. 
(a4) \{neN:AnnB Ф 0}| = ш. 
We say B satisfies (ař) with respect to sé if B satisfies the property (af) for i = 3, 4. 
The class of spaces satisfying the property (ař) for every sheaf sé and vertex x є X 
is denoted by <aj>. We denote by <a rFî7> the intersection of the class <a,> and the 
class of Frechet spaces. For a class ^ of spaces an element of (€ is said to be a ^space. 
A. Y. ArhangeFskü showed that the class <a4-FC/> is precisely the class of strongly 
Fréchet spaces, and showed that every bi-sequential space is an <a3-FU>-space. 
For further properties and applications of <a^>-spaces (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), see [ l ] , [2], 
[4], [10], [11] and [12]. We introduce new properties (ak) and(a"0) as follows. 
Let sé = {An: n e N] be a sheaf in X with vertex x e X. A sheaf M with the same 
vertex x is said to be a cross-sheaf of ^ if \{n e N: An n В Ф 0}j = œ for each Б є Jf 
and ( J ^ c= (Jj3^. A sheaf sé' = {sé'm: m є М} is said to be a subsheaf of j ^ if M 
is an infinite subset of N and for each m є M, A'm is an infinite subsequence of Am. 
A sheaf j ^ is said to be 0-nice if it is convergent, sé is said to be (k + l)-nice if each 
cross-sheaf of sé has a fc-nice subsheaf. 
(ak) For each sheaf sé in X, there exists a /t-nice subsheaf of jaf. 
We denote by <oc*> ((ot0*}) the class of all spaces satisfying (afc) ((a") for an neN, 
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respectively) for every sheaf s4 and vertex x e X. Clearly <oc0) = <аз>- If 0 ^ & á 
<ž n S ca, then every <afe>-space is an <oc">-space. 
Now we study products of <ock>~spaces. 
Lemma 2.1. Lei # be a sheaf in Z = X x У wííft uerřex %. If each subsheaf of 
nx(^) and 7Cy(̂ 7) foas a k-nice subsheaf, then thereexists a subsheaf <€' of <€ such 
that 7tx(W) and nY(%f) are k-nice subsheaves ofnx(<&) and %(#) , respectively, where 
nx and %Y are the projectionsfromZ to X and Y, respectively. 
Proof. By the assumption, there exist L c N and an infinite subsequenceC^ of Cn 
for every n є L such that {nx(C'£): n e L} is a k-nice subsheafof % ( ^ ) . Put W = 
= {C"n: n e L}. Since %(#") has a k-nice subsheaf, there exists M cz Land an infinite 
subsequence Cn of C"n for every n є M such that {тіу(Сп): n є M} is a k-nice subsheaf 
of {nY{C'n):%n є L}. ^ ' = {Cn: n є М} is a desired subsheaf of # . The proof is com­
pleted. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (€ be a sheaf in Z = X x Y with vertex z = (x, y) and W be 
a subsheafof%>such thatnx^€r) and nYi^') are k-nicesubsheaves ofnx^e)andTCY^é>)y 
respectively. Then <€' has a k-nice subsheaf. 
Proof. We show the assertion by induction on k. For k = 0, put 
V - {C'm: m e M) , Cm = {(xJ, fi): n e Щ 
Without loss of generality we can assume x™ ф x and у™ Ф y for every (m, n) e 
e M x АГ. Put 
Dm = Cm - пх\{х): iJ й m - 1}) u щ\{у): iJ è m - 1}) . 
Then C'm — Dm is a finite set. Put 
g> = {Dw: m є M} . 
We show Q) is a 0-nice subsheaf of ^7', i.e. (J ^ a is convergent sequence. 
Let U x Fbe an open neighborhood of(x, y) in X x Y. Put 
S = { ( x ; , y : ) e U a : i ^ } , 
r={(x;,y")eu^<^}. 
We show S u Tis a finite set. Assume S is infinite. Then, since nx(S) is finite, there 
exist m0, mf є M, rc0, И; є N (í є iV) such that (x™0°, у™/) є Dni for i e JV. But this is 
impossible since Dn. n n^(x^) = 0 for и,- > и0. Similarly T is finite. 
Assume the assertion has been proved for k ( ^0 ) . We show the case k + 1. 
Let J* be a cross-sheaf of 4>'. Then 7rz(^) and 7iy(J*) are cross-sheaves of nx(^') 
and nY(%>'), respectively. Since я х (# ' ) and %(# ' ) are (fe + l)-nice subsheaves of7rx(^) 
and 7iy(^), respectively, nx(&) and 7ry(á?) have k-nice subsheaves. By Lemma 2.1 
and by the inductive assumption, M has a k-nice subsheaf. This shows the assertion 
is true for the k + 1. The proofis completed. 
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By Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X and Y be (ctk}-spaces ((a"*y-spaces). Then Z = X x Y is an 
(otky-space, ((otay-space, respectively). 
00 
Lemma 2.4. Let sé he a sheaf in X = Y[Xt with vertex x eX. If each subsheaf 
i=l 
of nn(sé) has a k-nice subsheaffor every neN, then there exists a subsheaf sé' 
of sé such that nn(sé') is a k-nice subsheaf of nn(sé)for every n e N, where nn: X ^ 
n 
~> Y\ Xi is the projection for every n e N. 
i = l 
Proof. We first construct a subsheaf sén of nn(sé) and it's k-nice subsheaf sé'n 
m n 
such that 7i„(sé'm) is a k-nice subsheaf of sé'n for m ^ n, where n™: f\ X{ ^ Yl %i *
s 
i = i i = i 
the projection. Put séí = {n^A^: neN} and M 0 = N. Let se[ = {A$: neMx) 
be a k-nice subsheaf of séx such that A\ is an infinite subsequence of л±(Ап) for every 
n e Mt. Inductively we construct sej and sé) as follows: Put 
<*j = №~ i ) " ' {Mr ' ) n я / Д , ) : n є M-_,} for j ^ 2 . 
Then j ^ . is a subsheaf of rcj{se). Let *a^ = { Д : і є Mj] be a k-nice subsheaf of séj9 
where Mj cz Mj-± and Д is an infinite subsequence of (7ij_i) - 1 ( Д _ 1 ) п 7tj(A„) 
for и є Mj. Note that Mj is infinite by the definition of a subsheaf. Choose nj e My 
such that nj < nj + 1 for each j e N. 
Now we define 
se' = {n-'(AQnA^:jeN}. 
Then sé' is a subsheaf of sé and nn(sé') is a subsheaf of j ^ . Clearly a subsheaf of 
a k-nice sheaf is k-nice. Therefore nn(sé') is k-nice for every neN. The proof is 
completed. 
00 
Lemma 2.5. Let sé = {An: neN) be a sheaf in X = Yl^i
 w^tn vertex x such 
i=l 
that each subsheaf of nn(sé) has a k-nice subsheaffor every neN. Then sé has 
a k-nice subsheaf. 
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on k. Let k = 0. By Lemma 2.4, 
choose a subsheaf sé' of sé such that n„(sé') is 0-nice for every n e N. To avoid the 
complexity of the notations we put sé' = sé. Put 
An = {xl;meN], 
n 
A'n = Л„ - U rc~\{nm{x)): iJ S m, nJx)) ф nm(x)}) . 
m-1 n 
Then sé' = {A'n: n e N} is a subsheaf of sé. We show sé' is 0-nice. Let V = f | Ui x 
oo i— 1 
x J Xt be an open neighborhood of x in X. Since ^)nn(sé') is a convergent se-
i = n+l 
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quence, U ^ n ( ^ ) ~~ П Ui IS a fìnite set. Pul 
i = i 
^({xj ' , . . . ,xa) = U ^ ( ^ " ) - n ^ . 
1 = 1 
ř - max{n,ijL,...,i^ Ji, . . . , jw} -
Then 
ii; O <" >n(Wi , . .., XlfJ) = 0 for S £ í 
and 
|л; n я; x^({4> • ••> 4:)))l < « for 5 < ř 
because 7ги(Л0 is a sequence converging to nn(x) and nn(xlfr) ф 7г„(х) for every r = 
= 1, 2, ..., m. These show (X — V) n ( U ^ ' ) is a finite set. The proof of the case 
k = 0 is completed. 
Assume the assertion has been proved for the case k ^ 0. We show the case 
k + 1. 
Let sé be a sheaf with vertex x such that nn(sé) is (fc + l)-nice for every n є N. 
Then, by Lemma 2.4, there exists a subsheaf sé' of ja/ such that nn(sé') is a (& + 1)-
nice subsheaf of nn(sé) for every n e N. We show sé' is (fc + l)-nice. 
Let 0& be a cross-sheaf of j ^ \ Then nJßl) is a cross-sheaf of nn{sé'). Since nn(sé') 
is (A: + l)-nice, ли(^) has a /c-nice subsheaf. By Lemma 2.4, J^ has a subsheaf Jř' 
such that nJßl') is k-nice for every n є 7V. Therefore, by the inductive assumption J " 
has a k-nice subsheaf. This shows se' is (fc + l)-nice. The proof is completed. 
00 
Theorem 2.6. Let Xt be an (ak}-spacefor every і є N. Then Y[ Xt is an (aky-space. 
i = 1 n 
Proof. Let sé be a sheafin X with vertex x. By Theorem 2.3, Yi%i is an <afc>-
i - 1 
space for every n є iV. Therefore each subsheaf of nJsé) has a /onice subsheaf. By 
Lemma 2.4 and 2.5, we can choose a /c-nice subsheafj<^ ofj3^. The proofis completed. 
In § 3 we shall show that the countable product of <a^>-spaces need not be an 
<aw>-space under (CH). 
3. <o,k-SV>~SPACES AND FINITE PRODUCTS 
According to E. Michael [8], the product X x C is Fréchet if and only if X 
is strongly Fréchet, where C = {0} u {l/n: n eN)- with the usual topology. Hence 
if we expect the Fréchetness of products, it is natural to require that each factor 
space is strongly Fréchet. We denote by <afc-Si> (<a^-Si>), the class of all strongly 
Fréchet spaces with the property (ak) ((aw), respectively). 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a strongly Fréchet space and Y be a regular countably 




in)\ m e N}9 n e N, be convergent sequences 
in Z = X x Ysatisfying thefollowing conditions: 
(!) Each Cn converges to a point (x, y")for n є N. •». 
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(2) [yn: n eN} is a sequence in Yconverging to a point y, where yn Ф yfor every 
n e N. 
Put An = {xnm: meN}. Then 
(3) sé — [An: n eN} is a k-nice sheaf with vertex x. 
Then there exists a sequence {(x%., ynnQ e Cnj: j e N} converging to the point (x, j ) . 
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on k. Let k = 0. Then sé is a 0-nice 
sheaf, therefore ^)se is a sequence converging to x. Put A = U{Cn: neN}. Then 
A c i^jsé u {x}) x Y and (x, у) e A. Since a regular countably compact Fréchet 
space is strongly Fréchet [13], ^Jséu {x}) x 7 i s Fréchet by Michael's theorem 
(see introduction of this section). Therefore there exists a sequence Б in A con­
verging to (x, y). If Б n Cn is an infinite set for some n e N, then B converges to the 
point (x, yn); this contradicts yn Ф y. Therefore Б n C„ is a finite set for every n e N. 
Choose пл < n2 < ... such that Bn Cn ф 0 and choose ( x " j . j J ' . ) e 5 n Cn.. 
Then {(x^., j # ) : j є N} converges to the point (x, j ) . The proof for the case k = 0 
is completed. 
Assume the assertion has been proved for k (=^0). We show the case k + 1. 
Put 
J> = {B c (J{C,,: n є N} : \B n Cn\ < œ for every n e iV , тгх(Б) 
converges to the point x and nY(B) converges to a point yB e Y}. 
We show 
(*) yecl{yB: ВеЩ. 
Let Fbe an open neighborhood of y in Yand Wbe an open set such that y eW <= 
c W c V. Since {>7": n є N} converges to y, there exist n0, nm є iV such that 
{tf: i ^ nm, m ^ n0} cz W. 
Since {x™: i ^ nm} converges to x for each m є iV, by using the strongly Fréchetness 
of X, there exist x™J e Am9 m0 < nij < mj+1, nm. < ij such that {x™
j: j eN} con-
verges to the point x. Since Yis countably compact Fréchet, there exist a convergent 
subsequence {y™/^: reN} of {y'^:jeN} and its limit point y(W)e Ï F c V. Put 
B = { (x^> , y%<%): r e N}. Then clearly В e ^ and ув = y(Pf)e Pf cz F. The proof 
of (*) is completed. 
Since 7 i s Fréchet, there exists Bn e $ such that {yBn: neN} converges to the 
point y. Without loss of generality we can assume yBn ф y. Put B'n = Б„ — 
— y{C/: / ^ n}. Then B'n is an infinite subsequence of Bn. Clearly {тіх(В'п): n eN} 
is a cross-sheaf of {nx(Cn): neN]. Since (ях(Сп): neN} is (A: + l)-nice, {^(Б^): 
n e N} has a fc-nice subsheaf. Therefore we can choose an infinite subset M of N and 
an infinite subsequence B'm oïB'm for each m e M such that {nx(B^): m e M} is a fc-nice 
subsheaf of {nx(Bn): n e N}. By the inductive assumption for fc, there exists a sequence 
Л = {(x^., y^.) є Б^.: i e N} converging to the point x. By the definition of Б^, A n Cn 
is a finite set for every n e N. Hence, by taking a subsequence of A, we can assume 
each (x";., j ^ . ) is contained in different Cn. The proof is completed. 
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Since each <0e3-F^>-space is an <a^-S*>-space, the following theorem gives 
a generalization of Theorem 5.16 of [2]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be an (of*-Sf)-space and Y be a regular countably compact 
Fréchet space. Then Z = X x Y is Fréchet. 
Proof. Let A c Z, z = (x, y) e Ä. If z e cl [A n {x] x Y), then the arguments 
are completed trivially. Therefore without loss ofgenerality we can assume A n {x] x 
x Y = 0. Let Ý~y be a neighborhood base of y in Y. Lct Ve Ý~y. We first show that 
there exist a convergent sequence A(V) in A n (X x V) and its limit point (x, y(t7)) 
such that j;(F) є V. Clearlyx є cl (nx(A n X x F)), so by using the Fréchetness ofX, 
we can choose xn e nx(A n X x V) such that lim xn = x. Choose (x,„ yn) e n% ^x,,) n 
71^0O 
n Л n X x V. Then, since Yis countably compact Fréchet, there exist a convergent 
subsequence {ynjc:keN} of {y,,:nejV} and its limit point y(V). Put A(V) = 
= {(xnk,ynu): kçN}. Clearly A(V) converges to (x,y(V)) and y{V)eV. By using 
the regularity of У, it is easy to see у є cl {y(V): Ve V). Now the Fréchetness of Y 
implies that there exists {Vn: neN} such that l i m y ( ^ ) = y. Let Cn ~ A(Vn) be 
n^00 
a convergent sequence constructed for Vn in the above arguments. Put 
Сп = {(хІуї):кєЩ, Ап = {хпк:кєЩ, 
rf = {An:neN}, y(Vn) = yn. 
Note that sé has ak-nice subsheaf in X with vertex x for some k. By Lemma 3.1, 
there exists a sequence in A converging the point (x, y). The proof is completed. 
It is easy to see that an <0c3-JW>-space is an <0c4-FU>-space (hence strongly 
Fréchet space) by the definition. But as is shown by the following example, Fréchet 
space with the property (ocfc) need not be strongly Fréchet. 
Example 3.3. Let S^ be the sequential fan, i.e. Sw = {00} u N x N, where each 
point ofiV x N is an isolated point, andthe collection {{co} u {(m, n): n > f(m)):f 
is a function from N into N] forms a neighborhood base ofthe point 00. Then as is 
well-knownS^is a Fréchet space with the property (ak),but it is not strongly Fréchet. 
Clearly an<0c3-FLf>-space is (oř-Sty, but the converse need not be true under (CH). 
In fact we construct an <afc+1>-space Xk + i which is not an <ak>-space for each 
к = 0 , 1 , . . . under (CH). 
We denote by ßN the Stone-Čech compactification of N. For a subset A of JV,. 
A* = Cl̂ jv A. In the arguments below of this section, Int A and Bdy A denote 
respectively the interior of A in iV* and the boundary of A in N* for a set A a JV*. 
We recall the following well-known facts we shall use later. 
Fact 1. Two disjoint cozero sets in iV* have disjoint closures. 
Fact 2. Let Z be a non-empty zero set in N*. Then Int Z Ф 0. 
Lemma3.4(CH). Let Z be a zero set in iV* with non-empty boundary BdyZ 
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in N*. LetH be a non-empty closed subset ofBdy Z and U be a clopen subset ofN* 
with H a U. Then there exists a regular closed subset Et in iV* such that: 
(i-l) E t c Z n U, 
(ii-1) H = Bdy Eu 
(iii-1) Я c Bdy (Ü - Ex). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume U = iV*. We construct F1 by 
transfinite induction. Note that the cardinality of the set of all zero sets iniV* equals 
the cardinality ofthe continuum. Let {Za: a < оох] be the family of all zero sets in Z 
such that Я n Za ф 0 for a < col5 where oox is the first uncountable ordinal. Let 
{Ka: a < toJ be а family of zero sets in Z such that Ka c i ^ for a > ß, Ka = 
= C\{Kß\ ß < a} if a is а limit ordinal and Я = f]{K^: 0C < C O ^ ř . 
Let Ox and Fi be non-empty disjoint clopen subsets ofiV* contained in Zx n Kx. 
Inductively we assume that we have defined, for each ß < a, non-empty clopen subsets 
Oß and Vß ofiV* such that: 
(1) U{<V 7 < ß} <= 0 , , U{Fy: 7 < ß) cz F,, 
(2) (О, - U{Oy: y < j8}) u {Vß - U{K/ 7 < ß}) с K,, 
(3) О^ n Z^ Ф 0, Vß n Z , Ф 0, 
(4) Oy n Ka = 0 for 7, <5 < a. 
We define Oa and Va. We first defme O; and V'a as follows: Put Ô, = U{<V j8 < a}. 
If a is isolated, we put 0'a = Оа(= Оа_і) and Fa' = Fa(= Fa_x). Assume a is a limit 
ordinal. Then the relation 
U{(iV* - Kß) ~ Oß: ß < а} = (JV* - f){Kß: ß < а}) - Ôa 
shows that (iV* — C]{Kß: ß < а}) — Ôa is a cozero set in N*. Thus it follows that ôa 
and (iV* — C\{Kß: ß < а}) — Ôa are disjoint cozero sets in N*. By Fact 1 we can 
choose disjoint clopen subsets Oa and Ѵ'л. which contain Ôa and (JV* — 0 { ^ -
ß < а}) — 0 а , respectively. 
Choose non-empty disjoint clopen subsets Sa and Ta such that 
ti 
sa u та с ка n int z - o; u v;. 
Let Oa = Oa u Sa and Fa = Ѵ'л u Ta. We have chosen Oa and Fa (a < cox) satisfying 
the conditions ( l ) - ( 4 ) . 
Put 
Ex = Cl(U{Oa: oe < œJ) . 
Then clearly £^ is a regular closed setin iV* which satisfies (i-l). We show (ii-1) and 
(iii-1). Let U be any clopen subset of N* with U n Я Ф 0. Then U n Z Ф 0 by Fact 
2. Since U n Z is a zero set in iV* which has non-empty intersection with Я , there 
exists а < cot such that Za = U n Z. Then 0 ф Za n £ х c U n £ t and 0 ф Za n 
n (jNT* - Et) c U n (N* - Ei) by (3). Therefore Я c Bdy £ t and Я c 
c Bdy (N* - Ex). We show Bdy Ex с Я . By (2) Bdy E t с К а for every а < ш1? 
therefore Bdy Ex с П{^а : а < ш і } = ^ - T n e proof of Lemma 3.4 is completed. 
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We call a regular closed set Ex constructed by the above method a l-nice set 
with respect to (Z, Я, 17). We shall define a fc-nice set (k ^ 1) with respect to (Z, Я , U) 
by induction on k. The definition depends heavily on the above construction. Assume 
a k-nice set Ek with respect to (Z', Я ' , U') has been defined for a zero set Z', a non­
empty closed subset Я ' c Bdy Z' and a clopen set U'(zD H'). 
(fc + l)-construction: Let Z, Я , U be the same as the ones in Lemma 3.4. We shall 
define a (/c 4- l)-nice set Ek+i with respect to (Z,H, U) as follows: The notation 
used below is the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. We first define a regular 
closed set La cz iV* by transifinite induction on a. Put Lx = 0 ^ Assume Lß, ß < 
< a < o>! has been defined satisfying 
(5) Lß c uß for j8 < a, 
(6) Ly c L^ for y < ß < a, 
(7) Sß cz Lß for ß < a, 
(8) Lß n Oy ь= Ly for y < ß < a, 
(9) ClL^ - 4 c iV* - d , , where Lß - U{b,: 7 < ß}. 
If a is isolated, then put La = L a_! u Sa. Let a be а limit ordinal. Put 
(10) # a = C l £ a n ( N * - 0 a). 
Then 
( l l ) f f a = C l £ a - £ a . 
We show (11). Since La cz Oa by (5), Я а n £ a c (iV* - Oa) n £a = 0. This shows 
Ha cz C1 £ a — £a. We show the converse implication. Let p e C1 £ a — £a . It is enough 
to show p e iV* - 0 a . If p є Ôa, then p є Oß for some ß < a. By (8) Oß — £ a = 
= O^ — Lß, therefore Oß — Lß is an open neighborhood of p which is disjoint from 
£а . This is a contradiction. The proof ofthe equality(ll)is completed. By(l0) and (11), 
Я а is a non-empty closed subset of the boundary of a zero set ДГ* — Oa; we can 
choose a fc-nice set La with respect to (ЛГ* — Оа, Яа , 0^) by the inductive assumption 
for k. Put La = L'a u £a u Sa. We have defined La (oc < сох) satisfying (5)-(9) . 
Put 
£* + i = ClU(La: a < coJ . 
It is easy to prove that Ek + i is a regular closed set. We call a regular closed set JSfc + i 
(k + i)-nice with respect to (Z, Я , L/). For the sake of the convenience, we call 
a set E0 Q-nice with respect to (Z, Я, U) if E0 = Z n L/. 
Remark 3.5. Let W be a clopen set with Wn H Ф 0. Then clearly Wn Ek + i 
is a (к + l)-nice set with respect to (Wn Z, Wn H, Wn U). 
The properties of a A>nice set Ek are summarized by the following lemma. 
Lemma3.6(CH). Let Z,H, and U be the same as in Lemma 3.4. Then there 
exists a regularclosed subsetEk in JV* such that: 
(i-k) Ek c Z n U, 
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(ii-k) H = Bdy Z n Bdy Еъ 
(iii-k) Я с Bdy (U - £*), 
(iv-k) Let J be a zero set in iV* such that J n Ек ф 0. Then Int J n Ек ф 0. 
(v-k) Lei J be a zero sčř in iV* swcfo ftoaí J n Я ф 0. Г^еи there exist non-empty 
clopen subsets Pi a Z n Ek and a clopen subset WofN* such that Wn Ek — P is 
a (k-l)-nice set with respect to (W - P, Bdy P, W), where P = U{^i : * є Щ-
(vi-k) Lei {P^: і є iV} be а collection of non-empty clopen subsets ofN* such that 
Pi cz Ekfor every neN. Then there exist an infinite subset M cz iV, non-empty 
clopen set ß m cz Pmfor every m e M and a clopen set WofN* such that Wn Ek — Q 
is a i-nice set (0 S ř = к — 1) with respect to (W— <2, Bdy Q, W), where Q = 
= U{e,:meM}. 
Proof. It is easy to prove (i-k) — (iii-k) by the construction and the arguments 
in the case k = 1. Since the boundary of Ek is the boundary of some i-nice set (1 g 
^ i ^ fe-1) by the inductive construction, it is easy to prove (iv-k) by the construc­
tion. We prove (v-k). Since J n Я Ф 0, by (5) and (7), we can choose ос± < a2 < . . . 
such that P a . cz J n Ek. Put Pt = P a . and а = sup {o^: i e N}. Then the relation 
(iV* - Ka) - P - U{(N* - KJ ~ U{*V i = 1, 2 , . . . . n}: n є iV} 
shows that (iV* — Xa) — P is a cozero set in iV*. Let Ж cz Оа be a clopen set 
which contains P and disjoint from (iV* — Хя) — P. Then 
Wn Bdy £fc = Wn Bdy La =" BdyP 
and Wn La = P. By Remark 3.5, Wn Ek — P is a (fc-l)-nice subset with respect 
to (W — P, Bdy P, ѴГ). The proof of (v-k) is completed. The proof of (vi-k) can be 
done using a similar method as in the proof of (v-k) and the inductive hypothesis 
but it is routine. We left it to the reader. The proof of Lemma 3.6 is completed. 
Let F be a closed subset of iV*. Put X = N u {F} and topologize X as follows: 
each point of N is isolated and the family {U u {P}: U cz N and F cz U*} is a 
neighborhood base of the point F in X. The following facts are well known. 
Fact 3. Let A cz N. Then A converges to the point F in X if and only if Л* cz F. 
Fact 4. ([7, Theorem l]) . X = N u {F) is strongly Fréchet if and only if F is 
regular closed in iV* and,for each zero set K in iV* such that K n F ф 0, I n t X n 
nF Ф 0. 
Now we construct an <ak+1-Sr>-space Xk+i which is not an <afc-5ř>-space. 
Example 3.7(CH). Let Ek+i be a (fe + l)-nice set with respect to (Z, Bdy Z, iV*). 
Put Fk+Í =(N*-Z)vEk+í.ThenXk+í =Nu{Fk + í] is an <ak+1-Sř>-space which 
is not an<oc*-Si>-space for k = 0, 1, ... . 
Proof. It is easy to see that the zero set Z can be expressed in the form Z = 
= iV* — U № * : neN}, where {Tn: neN} is a family of pairwise disjoint infinite 
subsets of N and U № : n є N} = N- Clearly ^ = {Tn: n e N} is a sheaf in X with 
vertex Fk+1 by Fact 3. We call such a sheaf 2Г a principal sheaf in Xk+1. 
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Assertion 1. The space Xt does not satisfy (a0). 
Proof. Let <T = {Tn: n e N} be а principal sheaf in Xt. Let 2T' = {Tm: n є M} 
be àny sub-sheaf of 2Г. Put T = U^~'- T h e n T * n В ( І У z * $• Therefore there exists 
an infinite subset A of Tsuch that Л* c Z and Л* n £ t = 0 by (iii-1) By Fact 3 Tis 
not a convergent sequence. 
Assertion 2. The space Xt is an (c^-Sf)-space. 
Proof. By fact 4 Xx is strongly Fréchet. We show Xx satisfies (a
1). 
Let sé = {An: n є N} be а sheaf with vertex x. If x Ф F l 5 then the arguments are 
completed trivially. So we assume x = Fx. By Fact 3, Л* cr F1 #Note that thesets 
A* n (N* — Z) and Л* n Ex are clopen subsets of АГ* for each n є N. Indeed, if 
Л* n (N* - Z) is not clopen in N*9 then Bdy H n C1 (4* n (ir* - Z)) ф 0, hence 
A* n Bdy Z Ф 0. By (iii-1), Л* n (Z - Ex) Ф 0, which contradicts Л* c Fx. 
Similarly we can show A* n Ег is a clopen subset in N*. Since Л* n (iV* — Z) and 
A* n £ t are clöpen subsets in АГ* we can choose Bn a An and Cn cz Лл such that 
Bn* = Л* n (N* - Z) and С.* = Лп* n £ , . 
C a s e I . \{neN: С* Ф 0}| - œ. 
Put M = {w є N: С* ф 0}. By (ѵі-1) in Lemma 3.6 there exist an infinite subset L 
ofM and an infinite subset WofN such that W* n Et — P is a O-nice set with respect 
to (W* - P, BdyP, W% where P = U{C*- neN). Therefore by the definition 
of a O-nice set with respect to (W* - P, Bdy P, tf*), FF* n E1 - P = if* n 
n (W* - P) - W* - P. Since W* n £ i c £ i and P c £ l 5 Ж* с J^. 
Let ,s/' = {Am n TF: m є M}. Since Л т n TF contains Am n Cm except finitely 
many elements of N for each m є M, it follows that sé' is a subsheaf of ^ . Let 
Q) = {D^: і є АГ} be a cross-sheaf of sé'. Then JD; cz Wfor any і є JY. The implication 
W* c J&! cz F x shows Ж converges to F1 in Z i by Fact 1. Since U ^ cz Ж, Ѳ is 
O-nice. This implies sé' is l-nice. 
C a s e H . | { n e N : C j # 0 j | < u ) . 
In this case |{n є АГ: Б* Ф 0}| = ш. We prove this case dividing it into two cases. 
Case II-i. There exist infinitely many BttJ(=k 0) and their infinite subsets Bnj 
such that Bdy Z n 'C1 U{S?/ 7 є M = 0. 
Choose a subset C of iV such that 
C1 U{5«*: J є N} c C* c АГ* - Z . 
PutjaT = {Bn.n U:jeN}. 
If #£. Ф 0, then Anjn C contains Ап.г\Вп. except for finitely many elements of N. 
Therefore sé' is a subsheaf of sé. Let Q) = {#,-: j є АГ} be a cross-sheaf of se'. Then 
Dy cz C for any j e N. The implication C* cz АГ* — Z cz F shows C converges to 
Fx by Fact 3. Hence 2 is O-nice. Therefore sé' is l-nice. 
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Case II-ii. For each infinite subset Bnj, and its infinite subset Bnj, BdyZn 
nCl^{B*jineN) Ф 0. 
Wefirstshow(iV* - Z) - U{#** rceiV)isacozerosetiniV*.Let^' = {T^.ieN} 
be a principal sheaf in Xx. Since iV* - Z = U{^* : *eiV}, it is enough to show 
T* - U{#*'- n e Щ is a cozero set in iV*. In fact, put Mt = {и є iV: 7f n Б* Ф 0}, 
then by our assumption, Mt is a finite set. Therefore T* — U{^* : п є M *s a cozero 
set in iV*. 
Since (JV* - Z) - U{#*: n e M a n d U{^*- w є N} are disjoint cozero sets in JY*, 
it follows by Fact 1 that these have disjoint closures. Let C be a subset ofiV such that 
V{Bt:neN} c C* c (JV* - Z) - U{S?:n€N} . 
Put sé' = {Бл n J7: B;i is an infinite subset of N}. Then sé' is a subsheaf of sé. Let 
0 = {Dw: n є iV} be a cross-sheaf of se'. Then D* c C* and £* n D* = 0 for each 
m e iV. These show D* n (iV* - Z) = 0 for each n є N. Therefore £* c Ex. Since 
U{A?: и є N} and iV* — Z are disjoint cozero sets in iV*, they have disjoint closures 
in iV*. Choose a subset D of iV such that 
U{D*: neiV} c D* с Ег . 
Then D converges to Ft. Therefore 2 is O-nice which implies sé' is l-nice. 
To prove that Xk+1 is not an <a
fc>-space, it is enough to show the following as-
sertion. 
AsseriioE 3. Assume a principal sheaf ofXt does not have any i-nice subsheaffor 
i ^ k. We show that a principal sheaf ST = {Tn: neN} in Xk+1 doesn't have 
a (k + l)-nice subsheaf. 
Proof. Let aT' = {T^: m e M) be an arbitrary subsheaf of «Г. Then Z' = N* -
- U(rj,*: neN} is a zero set in iV* such that Z' n Bdy Z ф 0. By (v-k+1) in 
Lemma 3.6, we can choose non-empty clopen sets Pf cz Z n Ffc+1 and a clopen set Ж 
in iV* such that Wn Ek+Í - P is a /onice set with respect to (W- P, Bdy P, Ж), 
where P = U{̂ Y- * є M- L e t ^ = {$i'' l є ^} ^e a disjoint family of subsets of N 
such that S* = Pa. and PF = (U<^)*- Then ,957 is a principal sheaf of a subspace 
Y= ^Sf u {F*+1} = U ^ u {P n Ffc+1} = U<^ u {(iV* - P) u (ïFn £ k + 1 - P)}. 
We can consider 7as Xk. Therefore the principal sheaf Sf ofYdoes not have a fc-nice 
subsheaf by the inductive assumption. Since Sř is a cross-sheaf of 2Г1 and У* is 
an arbitrary subsheaf of ^*, ЗГ does not have a (k + l)-nice subsheaf. The proof of 
Assertion 3 is completed. 
The proof that Xk+1 is an <ak+1-Si>-space can be done by similar arguments 
of Assertion 2 using (vi-k+1), but it is routine. We left it to the reader. 
Example 3.8. Let Xk be an <ak>-space constructed in the above example 3.7. Then 
k 
Y[Xi is an <oe*>-space (hence <a^>-space) for every fceiV by Theorem 2.3,but 
i = 1 oo 
X = f| xi is not an <a">-space. 
i=l 
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Proof. Let Zrk = {T*: n є N} be a principal sheafin Xk. Put T* = {x*(m): m e N} 
and 
T(n) = {(xl(m),xl(m),...,x:(m),Fn+1,Fn + 2,...): meN} . 
Then T(n) is a convergent sequence in X with limit point ( F 1 ? F 2 , . . . ) . Put si = 
= {T(n): n є N}. Then ^ is a sheaf in X with vertex [Fx, F2,...). We show that j ^ 
does't have a fc-nice subsheaf for every k є iV. Let s4' be a fc-nice subsheaf of s£. 
Then nn(sč') is /c-nice for every n є N, where 7г„: X ~> X„ is the projection. Since 
nn(sé') is a subsheaf ofthe principal sheaf ^ , it is not и-пісе, therefore it is not fc-nice 
for n ^ k. This is a contradiction. The proof is completed. 
4. INVERSE LIMITS AND INFINITE PRODUCTS 
The following lemma is well known but we give its proof for the sake of com­
pleteness. 
Lemma 4.1. Ä Fréchet space is strongly Fréchet if and only if it contains no 
subspace which is homeomorphic to Sœ (see Example 3.2). 
Proof. Assume X is Fréchet but not strongly Fréchet (hence X is not an <a4-Fi7>-
space). Let sé = {An: neN} be a sheaf with vertex x which does not satisfy (a4). 
Without loss of generality we assume An n Am = 0 for n Ф m. Then it is easy to 
show {x} u U{A^ n єЩ is homeomorphic to Sw. The proof is completed. 
Let {Xm: 7i™} be an inverse limiting system of a sequence of spaces Xm with the 
onto projections n™: Xm ^ Xn (m ^ n). Let X = hm {Xm: n™} be the inverse limit 
of this system a n d ^ : X ~> Xm the projections. 
The following theorem has been proved by the author and Y. Tanaka. We present 
it here wich the kind permission of Y. Tanaka. 
Theorém 4.2. Let X = Hm{Xm; n™) and let Xm be strongly Fréchet for every 
neN. Then thefollowing conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X is a Fréchet space. 
(ii) X is a strongly Fréchet space. 
Proof. Obviously (ii) ~> (i). We shall show (i) ~> (ii). Assume X is Fréchet but not 
strongly Fréchet. Then by Lemma 4.1 X contains a copy of 5Ш = {oo} u N x N. 
Put Tn = {n) x N. In the arguments below we assume S^ is a subspace of X. Put 
&n = {B: B is open in Xn and 7rn(oo) є Б}, 
C = { ^ n ; r ; ^ B ) : B e ^ } , 
j>' = y { j T : neN}. 
Then clearly ďn c J £ + 1 for each n є N and J " is a neighborhood base of{oo} in S^. 
Assertion. For each n є N, there exists an open neighborhood Wn of oo in S«, such 
that 
(*) For any B' e &n9 |{f є iV: B' n Tř - Wn * 0}| = œ. We shall prove the above 
assertion in two steps. 
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Case I. For each n e N, there exists a finite set Mn a N such that 
h(Tj) - U W r , ) : i e Mn}\ < co for each j e N . 
In this case there exist i0 e Mn, an infinite subset Nn ofN and an infinite subsequence 
Tk of Tk for each k є N„ such that 
7Гп(Г;)е;гп(ГІ0) foreach heNn. 
Case I-i. 7Tn(Tio) is a finite set. 
Since 7іи(Т )̂ is a convergent sequence with limit point тгп(оо), there exists an infinite 
subset Tk c Tk with я„(оо) = тгя(Т?) for k e Nn. Choose xkmk є Tfc". Then тф* к) = 
= nn(oo). Put 
^п = {cx)} u U{{4: m > nk}:keNn] u {Tf: i e N - Nn} . 
We show Wn satisfies (*). Let Б'є<$п. Then Б' = S^nrc^(B) for some Б є ^ я . 
We show Б' n Гк - Ж„ Ф 0 for к e Nn. The relation тгп(оо) є В implies Tk cz B', 
hence хкПкєВ'. However хкткф Wn. This shows B' n Tk - Wn Ф 0. The proof of 
Case I-i is completed. 
Case I-ii. 7i„(Tio) is an infinite set. 
Put 
Kn(Tio) - {n,(co)} = {jk: fc є N} and lim j k = тгл(оо) . 
k^<x> 
Put 
JFn = {сю} u {Tfc - n;'({yjij й k}):keNn} и {T,:fceJV - Nn] . 
We show ÏF„ satisfies (*). Let В ' є ^ л , B' = ^ п т г ^ Б ) for some Вє@п. Then 
7гп(оо) є Б and lim yk = яи(оо) imply that there exists k0 e N such that yk e B for 
fc^"00 
k ^ fc0. For fc ^ k0 and fceiVn, ^ п я ^ 1 ^ ) c B' but т г ^ Ы 0 Tfc = 0. This 
shows B' n Tk — Wn = 0. The proof of Assertion is completed in this case. 
Case II. There exists n e N such that: for each finite subset M of Nf there exists 
j e N such that 
К№)-иК№):іеМ}| = ш. 
By induction on n it is easy to choose an infinite subset Nn of N and an infinite 
subset Tk of Tk for each k є Nn such that 
(2) nn\Tkf: Ti ^ nn(Tk') is one-to-one , 
(3) nn(Tk') n ;r,,(r;) = 0 for fc, m є Nn and к Ф m . 
Since Xn is strongly Fréchet (hence <a4-FU>), there exists а convergent sequence X 
in Xn which satisfies (a4) with respect to {nn(Tk): k є Nn). Put K = {7r,,(x^ ): i e N}. 
By taking a subsequence of X we can assume nf Ф rtj if і Ф ;. Put L = {и^ í є JV} 
and put 
Wn = {сю} u U{{C: m > m,):ieN} u U{T/.;eJV - l) , 
it is a neighborhood of oo in S^. We show Wn satisfies (*). 
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Let В'є@ю B' = S^nn^(B) for some Вє^„. Since {nH(x%t): m ^ nf} con­
verges to 7гя(оо), В contains {nJx%^: m ^ nt) except for finitely many elements. 
Therefore B! contains {x^.: m ^ n} except for finitely many elements. On the other 
hand Wnn {x%t: ieN} = 0. These show that B' - Wn ф 0. The proof of the 
Assertion is completed. 
Let {Wn: n e N) be a sequence of open neighborhoods of co in Sw the existence of 
which is guranteed by the Assertion. We can assume Wn з Wn + i for each n e N. Put 
Tn = Tn n Wn , 
FT - { o o J u { r ; : neiV}. 
Then FFis a neighborhood of 00 in S^. We shall show B' — W ф 0 for each Be є J^. 
This is a contradiction because &' i s a neighborhood base of 00 in SC0. Note that 
W- W,cz^{T,:i = l , 2 , . . . , n } . 
Therefore 
Л ' - W = B' - ( ^ - U{r f : i = 1, 2 5 . . . , n}) . 
By Assertion, there exists Tk9 к > n such that 
B' n Tk - Pf„ Ф 0 . 
This shows 
B' _ p f 3 B ' n T k - (Wi,u{T,: і = 1,2 « } ) n T t D 
3 Б ' п Гк - ; J F B n Тк Ф 0 . 
The proof is completed. 




i = i 
CO 
(ii) Y{XiisstronglyFrechet. 
t = l 
Proof. The implication (ii) ~* (i) is trivial. We show (i) ~> (ii). It is enough to 
n 00 
show that Yl %t *s strongly Fréchet for each n e N. In fact Yl Xn is a non-discrete 
i - 1 i = n + 1 00 
Fréchet space. Choose an infinite set {xf.: і є Щ and a point x0 in } X ř such that 
n i = n + 1 
lim xf = x0. Then П ^ і x ({xo} u {xi: * є Щ) *s Fréchet. By E. Michael's theorem 
i -* 00 i = 1 n 
(see § 3, introduction), f | X, is strongly Fréchet. The proof is completed. 
í = i 
Lemma 4 A Let X = Hm (Zm : n™} and each Xn be an (a
k-St}-space. Let A cz X 
and x e A — A. Then there exists a k-nice sheaf sén in Xn with vertex nn(x) 
satisfying: 
(i) U ^ c *фі), 
(ii) 7i™(jrfm) is a subsheafofs&nfor m > n. 
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Proof. Since лп(х) є C1 nn(Ä)9 the Fréchetness of Xn implies that there exists an 
infinite sequence A„ c nn(À) converging to яи(х). Without loss of generality, we can 
choose the sequence satisfying: 
(*) nni(An) = 7ii(x) or otherwise п"(Ап) is an infinite set which does not contain 
7ii(x) for each i ^ n. 
Put sé1 = (я"(Ли): neiV}. Then sé1 is a sheaf with vertex nx(x). As Xi is an 
<oc*-Si>-space, choose a k-nice subsheaf séx = {Л„: m є iVi} of j ^ 1 , where A^ is an 
infinite subsequence of n™(Am) for m є Nx. 
Assume a &-nice sheaf séi = {Л^: m eJVf} in X ř has been defined for i ^ и. We 
define a k-nice sheaf ^ + x in X„ +x as follows : 
Put 
^n+1 = { ( < ' T W ^ C i ( 4 ) : m £ n + 1, roetf,} . 
Then j ^ " + 1 is a sheafin Xn + 1 with vertex яп(х). Choose a k-nice subsheaf ^ ; 3 + 1 =» 
= {Anm+ x :meNn+1} ofs/n+1, where Anm+1 is an infinite subsequence o f « + 1 ) " 1 ( < ) n . 
П7г^+1(Лт) for every meNn+1. We have defined a (fc + l)-nice sheaf sén with 
vertex ял(х) for every n є iV satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii). The proof is 
completed. 
Lemma 4.5. Let X = Hm {Xm: n™} and Xn be a strongly Fréchet spacefor every 
n є N. Let хєХ and sén be a k-nice sheaf in X„ with vertex nn(x) such that n™(st/m) 
is a subsheaf of sénfor every n g ra. Then there exists a convergent sequence K„ 
in Xn with limit point nn[x) satisfying: 
(і) кп c= u^w, 
(2) nmn{Km) a Kn for n й m. 
Proof. We show the assertion by induction on fc. For k = 0, the assertion is 
trivial since a 0-nice sheaf is nothing but a convergent sequence. Assume the as­
sertion has been proved for k ( ^ 0). We show the case k + 1. 
Since Xn is a strongly Fréchet space, there exists a convergent sequence Bn which 
satisfies <a4> with respect to sén. Put 
<M, = {n^):neN}. 
Then @х is a cross-sheaf of a (/c + l)-nice sheaf séx. Choose a fc-nice subsheaf 
Jf̂  = {Б^: meNx] of ašx, where Nx c N and B^ is an infinite subsequence of 
п™(Вт) for meN1. Assume that a fc-nice sheaf ^ - = {B^: m e.Nt} which is a cross-
sheaf of stt has been defined for i ^ n such that rcj(J^) is a subsheaf of J^. We 
construct â$'n+1 as follows: Put 
^n + i - { (<+
1 ) " 1 ( К ) п < + 1 ( В И ) : m £ n + 1 and meNn} . 
Then J^ I + 1 is a cross-sheaf of д / я + і . Choose a fc-nice subsheaf J ^ + 1 = {B"*1: 
meNn+1) of ^ n + 1, where Nn+X aNn and Б^+ 1 is an infinite subsequence of 
(nnn+1)~(Bm)n7t™+x(Bm) for meNn + x. Since Tij^O i s a Ы і і с е subsheaf of # } , 
by the inductive assumption for fc, there exists K„ c ijďn c Ц ^ и satisfying 
7T™(Xm) <= ̂  for /i g m. The proofis completed. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let X = Hm {Xm, <1}. Let A c X and x e A - A. If there exists 
a convergent sequence Kn in Xn with limit point пп(х) satisfying: 
(1) Kn cz nJtA), 
(2) K(Km) cz Kn for n й m, 
then there exists a sequence {an: n eN) in A converging to the point x. 
Proof. Put Kn = {bnm: m є N} and choose ax e n^(b{) n A. Assume 
{al5 a2,..., an} has been chosen. Let 
K+1 = Kn+1 - U{(^})-1 (bJ): n £ i ^ ;, Ь} Ф тф)} . 
Since (7rj)"1 (bj)nKi i s a finite set for bj Ф 7^(x), we have K'n+i Ф 0. Choose 
beK'n+l and fl^i6n^(6)nA We have chosen an for every neiV.We show 
lim a„ = x. Let W be any neighborhood of x in X. Then x є rc~ *(U) с Ж for some 
n^oo 
n eN, where U is an open neighborhood of nJx) in Z„. We show {an: n eN] is 
contained in n~ 1(U) except for finitely many elements. For n < m, тіп(ат) = тС(ям(аш))є 
є 7ü̂ (Km) с: Kn and K„ converges to nn(x). Since t/ contains K„ except for finitely many 
elements, wehave thati7contains {nn(am): m є N] except for finitely many elements, 
say nn(aik) ф U for k = 1, 2, ...J. We show 7C~1(aifc) n {an: n e N} is a finite set for 
fc = 1, 2 , . . . , ; . Put 7tB(aik) = b™. Then 7r„(ař) Ф b™ for i > k by the definition ofiTř 
and ax. Therefore {an: n є N) is contained in n~ 1(U) except for finitely many elements. 
The proof is completed. 
The following theorem follows from Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. 
Theorem 4.7. Let X = hm [Xm: n™). If Xn is an (ak-St}-space for every n e N, 
then X is an (ctk-Sty^space. 
n 
Corollary 4.8. / / П^* řS an (otk-St)-spacefor every n eN, then 
ř = 1 
X = Yl Xi is an (oř-Sty-space . 
i = i 
Corollary 4.9. Let Xt be a regular countably compact Fréchet space with the 
00 
property (ak)for every ieN. Then X = Y[Xi is countably compact Fréchet. 
i=l n 
Proof. According to [9, Theorem 4.5], X is countably compact. We show Y\Xi 
i=l 
is <afe-5ř> for every neN. Since a regular countably compact Fréchet space is strongly 
Fréchet [13, Corollary 5.2], we have Xt is an <ak-Si>-space f0r every ieN. By 
n 
Theorem 2.3, YÍ %i *s a n <afc-Sř>-space for each n є- N. Therefore X is Fréchet. 
i=î 
The proof is completed. 
Problems 4.10. Let 0> be a class of spaces. Let 3?(@) = {X: X x Yis Fréchetfor 
any Ye0>}. We use thefollowing notations: 
C = the class of compact Fréchet spaces, 
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CC = the class ofcountably compact Fréchet spaces, 
B = the class of bi-sequential spaces (see [8] for the definition), 
St = the class ofstrongly Fréchet spaces. 
(1) /5 &{C) = &(CC)1 
(2) Give inner characterizations of classes &(C), ^(CC) and &(St). 
(3) Is there a "naive" example ofa ^(CC)-space which is not bi-sequentiall 
(4) /5 there an example of a ^(CC)-space which is not an (oť-FUy-spacel 
(5) /5 B = Sf(St)l 
(6) LetXi be an (cť-Styspacefor every ieN. Then is [ ] ^ * Frécheťi 
i = l 
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